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MPPT for Variable Speed Wind Energy Conversion

using Sliding Mode Control
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Abstract—This paper presents the study of a variable speed wind
energy conversion system based on a Doubly Fed Induction Generator
(DFIG) based on a sliding mode control applied to achieve control of
active and reactive powers exchanged between the stator of the DFIG
and the grid to ensure a Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) of
a wind energy conversion system. The proposed control algorithm is
applied to a DFIG whose stator is directly connected to the grid and
the rotor is connected to the PWM converter. To extract a maximum
of power, the rotor side converter is controlled by using a stator
flux-oriented strategy. The created decoupling control between active
and reactive stator power allows keeping the power factor close to
unity. Simulation results show that the wind turbine can operate at
its optimum energy for a wide range of wind speed.

Keywords—Doubly fed induction generator, wind energy, wind tur-
bine, sliding mode control, maximum power point tracking (MPPT).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE most important advantages of the variable speed wind

turbines as compared with conventional constant speed

system are the improved dynamic behavior, resulting in the

reduction of the drive train mechanical stress and electrical

power fluctuation, and also the increase of power capture. One

of the generation systems commercially available in the wind

energy market currently is the doubly fed induction generator

(DFIG) with its stator winding directly connected to the grid

and with its rotor winding connected to the grid through a

variable frequency converter as shown in Fig. 1. One of the

most advantages of this system is that the rating of the power

converter is one third of that of the generator [1].

The doubly fed induction generator is widely used for

variable-speed generation, and it is one of the most important

generators for wind energy conversion systems. Both grid

connected and stand-alone operation is feasible [2].

The variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) wind power

generation is mainly based on the research of optimal power-

speed curve, namely the most mechanical power of turbine

can be achieved by regulating the speed of generator, where

the wind speed may be detected or not [1].

Through studying the characteristics of wind turbine, the

paper used the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control

process. Firstly, according to the DFIG character, the paper

adopts the vector transformation control method of stator

oriented magnetic field to realize the decoupling control for
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the active power and reactive power using sliding mode control

(SMC).

Sliding mode theory, stemmed from the variable structure

control family, has been used for the induction motor drive

for a long time. It has for long been known for its capabilities

in accounting for modelling imprecision and bounded distur-

bances. It achieves robust control by adding a discontinuous

control signal across the sliding surface, satisfying the sliding

condition. Nevertheless, this type of control has an essential

drawback, which is the chattering phenomenon caused from

the discontinuous control action. To alleviate the chattering

phenomenon, the idea of boundary layer is used to improve it.

It is called a modified controller. In this method, the control

action was smoothed such that the chattering phenomenon can

be decreased [3].

In this paper, we apply the SMC method to the wind energy

conversion systems with MPPT control algorithm.

 

Fig. 1. DFIG variable speed wind energy conversion MPPT control

II. MODEL OF TURBINE

The wind turbine input power usually is [4]:

Pv =
1

2
ρSωv

3 (1)

Where ρ is air density; Sω is wind turbine blades swept

area in the wind; v is wind speed.

The output mechanical power of wind turbine is:

Pm = CpPv =
1

2
CpρSωv

3 (2)
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Where Cp represents the wind turbine power conversion

efficiency. It is a function of the tip speed ratio λ and the blade

pitch angle β in a pitch-controlled wind turbine. λis defined

as the ratio of the tip speed of the turbine blades to wind speed:

λ =
R.Ωt

v
(3)

Where R is blade radius, Ωt is angular speed of the turbine.

Cp can be described as [5]:

C(β, λ) = (0.5− 0.0167.(β − 2)). sin( π.(λ+0.1)
18.5−0.3.(β−2) )

−0.00184.(λ− 3)(β − 2) (4)

A figure showing the relation between Cp, β and λ is

shown in Fig. 2. The maximum value of Cp(Cp max = 0.5)
is achieved for β = 2 degree and for λoptim = 9.2.
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Fig. 2. Aerodynamic power coefficient variation Cp against tip speed ratio
λ and pitch angle β

III. MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING (MPPT)

Maximum power variation with rotation speed Ω of DFIG

is predefined for each wind turbine. So for MPPT, the control

system should follow the tracking characteristic curve (TCC)

of the wind turbine [6]. Each wind turbine has TCC similar

to the one shown in Fig. 3. The actual wind turbine, Ω is

measured and the corresponding mechanical power of the TCC

is used as the reference power for the power control loop [6].

In order to make full use of wind energy, in low wind

speed β should be equal to 2 degree. Fig. 3 illustrates the

wind turbine power curve when β is equal to 2 degree.

To extract the maximum power generated, we must fix the

advance report λoptim is the maximum power coefficient

Cp max , the measurement of wind speed is difficult, an

estimate of its value can be obtained :

vest =
R.Ωt

λoptim

(5)

The aerodynamic power reference value must be set to the

following value:

Paer ref =
1

2
Cp maxρSωv

3
est (6)

From figure 2 we can see there is one specific angular fre-

quency at which the output power of wind turbine is maximum

occurs at the point where Cp is maximized. Connected all the

maximum power point of each power curve, the optimal power

curve (MPPT curve) is obtained.
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Fig. 3. Turbine powers various speed characteristics for different wind speeds,
with indication of the maximum power tracking curve

IV. MODELING OF THE DFIG

The general electrical state model of the induction machine

obtained using Park transformation is given by the following

equations [7]:

Stator and rotor voltages:















Vsd = Rsisd +
d
dt
φsd − ωsφsq

Vsq = Rsisq +
d
dt
φsq + ωsφsd

Vrd = Rrird +
d
dt
φrd − (ωs − ω)φrq

Vrq = Rrirq +
d
dt
φrq + (ωs − ω)φrd

(7)

Stator and rotor fluxes:















φsd = Lsisd +Mird
φsq = Lsisq +Mirq
φrd = Lrird +Misd
φrq = Lrirq +Misq

(8)

The electromagnetic torque is given as:

Ce = pM(irdisq − irqisd) (9)
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and its associated motion equation is:

Ce − Cr = J
dΩ

dt
(10)

The state variable vector is then :

X =
[

isd isq ird irq
]T

The state model can then be written as :

Ẋ = A.X +B.U (11)

With :

Ẋ =
[

d
dt
isd

d
dt
isq

d
dt
ird

d
dt
irq

]T

U =
[

Vsd Vsq Vrd Vrq

]T

A =









−a1 aω + ωs a3 a5ω
−aω − ωs −a1 −a5ω a3

a4 −a6ω −a2 −ω
σ
+ ωs

a6ω a4
ω
σ
− ωs









,

B =









b1 0 −b3 0
0 b1 0 −b3

−b3 0 b2 0
0 −b3 0 b2









Where:

a = 1−σ
σ

, a1 = Rs

σLs

, a2 = Rr

σLr

, a3 = RrM
σLsLr

,

a4 = RsM
σLsLr

, a5 = M
σLs

, a6 = M
σLr

, b1 = 1
σLs

,

b2 = 1
σLr

, b3 = M
σLsLr

.

V. FIELD ORIENTED CONTROL OF DFIG

In this section, the DFIM model can be described by the

following state equations in the synchronous reference frame

whose axis d is aligned with the stator flux vector, (φsd = φs

and φsq = 0).

The control of the DFIG must allow a control independent of

the active and reactive powers by the rotor voltages generated

by an inverter.

By choosing a reference frame linked to the stator flux

and if the per phase stator resistance is neglected, which is

a realist approximation for medium and high power machines

used in wind energy conversion, the stator voltage vector is

consequently in quadrature advance in comparison with the

stator flux vector [7]:

Vsd = 0 and Vsq = Vs ≈ ωs.φs (12)

We lead to an uncoupled power control; where, the

transversal component irq of the rotor current controls the

active power. The reactive power is imposed by the direct

component ird.

Ps = −Vs

M

Ls

irq (13)

Qs =
V 2
s

ωsLs

− Vs

M

Ls

ird (14)

The arrangement of the equations gives the expressions of

the voltages according to the rotor currents:

˙ird = −
1

σTr

ird + gωsirq +
1

σLr

Vrd (15)

˙irq = −(
1

Tr

+
M2

LsTsLr

)
1

σ
irq − gωsird +

1

σLr

Vrq (16)

With:

Tr = Lr

Rr

, Ts =
Ls

Rs

, g = ωs−ω
ωs

, σ = 1− M2

LsLr

.

VI. SLIDING MODE CONTROL

A Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) is a Variable Structure

Controller (VSC). Basically, a VSC includes several different

continuous functions that can map plant state to a control

surface, whereas switching among different functions is de-

termined by plant state represented by a switching function

[8].

The design of the control system will be demonstrated for

a following nonlinear system [9]:

ẋ = f(x, t) +B(x, t).u(x, t) (17)

Where x ∈ ℜn is the state vector, f(x, t) ∈ ℜn, B(x, t) ∈
ℜn×m, u ∈ ℜm is the control vector.

From the system (17), it possible to define a set S of the

state trajectories x such as:

S = {x(t)|σ(x, t) = 0} (18)

Where:

σ(x, t) = [σ1(x, t), σ2(x, t), ..., σm(x, t)]T (19)

and [.]T denotes the transposed vector, S is called the sliding

surface.

To bring the state variable to the sliding surfaces, the

following two conditions have to be satisfied:

σ(x, t) = 0, ˙σ(x, t) = 0 (20)

The control law satisfies the precedent conditions is

presented in the following form:

{

u = ueq + un

un = −kf .sgn(σ(x, t))
(21)
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Where u is the control vector, ueq is the equivalent control

vector, un is the switching part of the control (the correction

factor), kf is the controller gain. ueq can be obtained by

considering the condition for the sliding regimen, σ(x, t). The

equivalent control keeps the state variable on sliding surface,

once they reach it.

For a defined function [10], [11]:

sgn(φ) =







1 , if φ>0
0 , if φ = 0

−1 , if φ<0
(22)

The controller described by the equation (21) presents

high robustness, insensitive to parameter fluctuations and

disturbances, but it will have high-frequency switching

(chattering phenomena) near the sliding surface due to sgn
function involved. These drastic changes of input can be

avoided by introducing a boundary layer with width ε [9].

Thus replacing sgn(σ(t)/ε) by sat(σ(t)/ε) (saturation

function), in (21), we have:

u = ueq − kf .sat(σ(x, t)) (23)

Where, ε > 0

sat(φ) =

{

sgn(φ) , if |φ| ≥ 0
φ , if |φ| < 0

(24)

Consider a Lyapunov function [10]:

V =
1

2
σ2 (25)

From Lyapunov theorem we know that if V̇ is negative

definite, the system trajectory will be driven and attracted

toward the sliding surface and remain sliding on it until the

origin is reached asymptotically [9]:

V =
1

2

d

dt
σ2 = σσ̇ ≤ −η|σ| (26)

Where η is a strictly positive constant.

In this paper, we use the sliding surface proposed par J.J.

Slotine:

σ(x, t) = (
d

dt
+ τ)n−1.e (27)

Where:

x = [x, ẋ, ..., xn−1]T is the state vector,

xd = [xd, ẋd, ..., x
n−1
d ]T is the desired state vector,

e = [e, ė, ..., en−1]T is the error vector, and τ is a positive

coefficient, and n is the system order.

Commonly, in DFIM control using sliding mode theory,

the surfaces are chosen as functions of the error between the

reference input signal and the measured signals [9].

VII. APPLICATION OF SLIDING MODE CONTROL TO DFIG

The rotor currents (which are linked to active and reactive

powers by equations (13) and (14), quadrature rotor current irq
linked to stator active power Ps and direct rotor current ird
linked to stator reactive power Qs) have to track appropriate

current references, so, a sliding mode control based on the

above Park reference frame is used.

A. Quadrature rotor current control with SMC

The sliding surface representing the error between the

measured and reference quadrature rotor current is given by

this relation:

e = i∗rq − irq (28)

For n = 1, the speed control manifold equation can be

obtained from equation (27) as follow:

σ(irq) = e = i∗rq − irq (29)

σ̇(irq) = ˙i∗rq − ˙irq (30)

Substituting the expression of ˙irq equation (16) in equation

(30), we obtain:

σ̇(irq) = ˙i∗rq − (−
1

σ
(
1

Tr

+
M2

LsTsLr

)irq − gωsird +
1

σLr

Vrq)

(31)

We take:

Vrq = V eq
rq + V n

rq (32)

During the sliding mode and in permanent regime, we have:

σ(irq) = 0, σ̇(irq) = 0, V n
rq = 0

Where the equivalent control is:

V eq
rq = ( ˙i∗rq +

1

σ
(
1

Tr

+
M2

LsTsLr

)irq + gωsird)σLr (33)

Therefore, the correction factor is given by:

V n
rq = kVrq

.sat(σ(irq)) (34)

kVrq
: positive constant.

B. Direct rotor current control with SMC:

The sliding surface representing the error between the

measured and reference direct rotor current is given by this

relation:

e = i∗rd − ird (35)

For n = 1, the speed control manifold equation can be

obtained from equation (27) as follow:

σ(ird) = e = i∗rd − ird (36)
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σ̇(ird) = ˙i∗rd −
˙ird (37)

Substituting the expression of ˙ird equation (15) in equation

(37), we obtain:

σ̇(ird) = ˙i∗rd − (−
1

σTr

ird + gωsirq +
1

σLr

+ Vrd) (38)

We take:

Vrd = V eq
rd + V n

rd (39)

During the sliding mode and in permanent regime, we have:

σ(ird) = 0, σ̇(ird) = 0, V n
rd = 0

Where the equivalent control is:

V eq
rd = ( ˙i∗rd +

1

σTr

ird − gωsirq)σLr (40)

Therefore, the correction factor is given by:

V n
rd = kVrd

.sat(σ(ird)) (41)

kVrd
: positive constant.

VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS

The DFIG used in this work is a 4 kW, whose nominal

parameters are indicated in appendix.

In order to evaluate the MPPT control strategy proposed in

this paper, MATLAB is used to carry out the simulation. We

proposed a step change in wind speed is simulated in Fig. 4,

the wind speed is start at 5 m per second, at 3 second, the

wind speed suddenly become 6 m per second, as 6 second,

the wind speed is 7 m per second.

Fig. 5 illustrates the turbine speed curve. We observe after

the Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 when wind speed v is 5m/s the optimal

turbine speed Ωt of DFIG is 98.02 rad/s, when v is 6m/s,

Ωt is 111.6 rad/s and when v is 7m/s, Ωt is 124.3 rad/s,

after each adjustment, the stable turbine speed totally with

the theoretical value. During this adjusting process, realize the

maximum wind energy tracking control.

As can be seen from the Fig. 6, the stator active power

injected into the grid is controlled according to the MPPT

strategy, when the reactive power is maintained to zero, to

guarantee a unity power factor at the stator side as shown in

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 present respectively stator and rotor current

of the DFIG these show that with the when the wind speed

increases the amplitude of stator and rotor current increased.

Fig. 10 presents the power coefficient Cp, it is kept around

its optimum value (Cp = 0.5) as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 4. A step change wind speed profiles

Fig. 5. Turbine speed according the MPPT

Fig. 6. Stator active power injected in the grid according the MPPT
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Fig. 7. Stator reactive power

Fig. 8. Phase stator current

Fig. 9. Phase rotor current

Fig. 10. Power Coefficient Cp variation

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper a variable structure control based on a sliding

mode control (SMC) of a doubly fed induction generator

(DFIG) grid-connected wind energy conversion system, incor-

porating a maximum power point tracker (MPPT) for dynamic

power control has been presented. This structure has been

used for reference tracking of active and reactive powers

exchanged between the stator and the grid by controlling the

rotor converter. Simulation results show good decoupling be-

tween stator active and reactive power and good performance

obtained in the presence of the variations of wind speed. The

obtained results demonstrate that the proposed DFIG system

control operating at the variable speed may be considered as

an interesting way for problems solution in renewable energy

area.

APPENDIX A

SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Rated data of the simulated doubly fed induction generator:

Rated values: 4 kW , 220/380 V, 15/8.6 A.

Rated parameters:

Rs = 1.2(Ω)
Rr = 1.8(Ω)
Ls = 0.1554(H)
Lr = 0.1568(H)
M = 0.15(H)
p = 2
J = 0.2(Kg.m2)
Wind turbine parameters:

R = 3(m), G = 5.4.

Air density : ρ = 1.22(kg/m3).

APPENDIX B

NOMENCLATURE

v wind speed

ρ air density

R blade radius

Pm mechanical power of wind turbine
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Cp power coefficient

Sω swept area

λ tip speed ratio

Ωt angular speed of the turbine

Ce electromagnetic torque

Cr load torque

J moment of inertia

β pitch angle

Vsd,q stator d− q frame voltage

Vrd,q rotor d− q frame voltage

isd,q stator d− q frame current

ird,q rotor d− q frame current

φsd,q stator d− q frame flux

φrd,q rotor d− q frame flux

Rs stator resistance

Rr rotor resistance

Ls stator inductance

Lr rotor inductance

M mutual inductance

σ leakage factor

p number of pole pairs

Ts, Tr statoric and rotoric time-constant

ωs stator d− q reference axes speed

ω rotor d− q reference axes speed

g slip coefficient.
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